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THE WESTERN UNION CENTRAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE series, so that the terminals from the different machines two dynamos being of 70 volts each and the others of 60
AND PLANT IN NEW YORK CITY.
which are led to the plug disks which regulate the dis volts each. The special dynamos are plugged in as re
On July 18, 1890, the upper stories of the main build tribution to the switch boards rise in potential for each quired by special plug switches, shown on the left of

ing of the Western Union Telegraph Company, in this one. The potentials l;tre named from their numbers the main group.
The current thus generated is received at the switch
The experiences of such the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth potential re

city, were destroyed by fire.

disasters have shown that water is one of the greatest spectively.
enemies to switch boards and general telegraph plant.

The field for the entire group of dynamos boards, which are seen in the drawing Fig 3, on the

is supplied by the fifth machine.

The new portions of the Western Union building re

All the fields are left of the main operating room, and one of which is

placing the portions destroyed have now been practi

view on this page. For ordinary purposes, the first three

potentials only are used, the fourth and fifth being for

cally finished, the operating room is in full operation,
and to-day it is the second largest telegraph office in

quadruplex and similar work.

the world, and possesses a plant protected, as far as
possible, not only from fire, but also from water.

also shown in Fig. 4 of the drawing and in the special

As the current comes

from the dynamos, it is received by four leads or hori
zontal bus wire seen at the top of the switch board. The

'Ve

illustrate more particularly the operating room and
electric CUlTent generating plant.

lower one represents a 70 volt potential, the next two re
present 140 volts each, and the other one 200 volts poten 

Two thousand one hundred and fifty wires at pres
ent enter the building through underground conduits.

tial. From the bus wires leads descend
to the disks of the switch board. For

The wires are bunched in cables of 100 conductorseach,

each potential, a special lamp is used,

and are received by a slate terminal board, carried in

through which the current has to go be

an iron frame, with the capacity of nearly 1,100 more
wires than it at present accommodates.

fore reaching the disks, and which intro

This board is

duces resistance. In operation the fila
ments of these lamps glow with a dull

situated in the basement of the main building. The
cables are carried thence each through a separate three

red.

Should any abnonnal current, due

inch pipe, by way of two fire-proof shafts, up to the

to grounding, go through the line, the

main operating floor, where they are distributed wire
by wire.

ing trouble upon the line in question.

lamp immediately burns brightly, show

This

The floor is of the ordinary fire-proof type, consisting

of H-iron floor beams, with brick arches between them.

lamps

is

always

A special type of lamp is

used containing one filament, two fila

Upon the floor, after being leveled up, wooden moulds

were laid and concrete was then run in to surround
them.

brightening of

watched for.

ments in series, and three filaments in

The wooden moulds were of shape and length

series respectively, according to the resist

to produce a series of gutters running over the floor in

ance desired. At the dull red glow, they
carry r"rr of an ampere current. By plugs,

different directions, according to the plan of the operat

the disks and bars of this switch board

ing tables and switch boards. After the concrete had
hardened, the moulds were removed, leaving open

can

ducts or channels traversing the room in all directions.

be connected in

the

most varied

ways, in order to bring about almost any

connections.

The channels are covered by slabs of slate, 13 inches

From each vertical bar a

wide and 1 inch thick, which can be removed for the

wire runs to the li nes, and in the. course

introduction

of this wire two spring jacks are placed.

alterations.

or removal of wires or for repairs

01'

Each of these spring jacks can accom
modate four wedges. By introducing a

The rest of the floor was brought up to

the level of the slate by rock asphalt, leaving all level

wedge with two metal faces and an ebonite center, it

and true.

will be seen that a loop can be put into the line.

The ducts thus made are from three to five inches

deep and ten inches wide.

can thus be introduced, each one in series, so that each

under the center of the operators' tables. At each in
tersection a 13 inch square hand plate is placed that
can readily be removed for reaching the wires.

Even

from the tables to the floor where the wires rise to the

The

switches are so constructed that four of these loops

The intersections come

line can have eight loops all in series connected with it.

SWITCH BOARD CONNECTIONS.

Thus, by proper connections, it will be seen that there

is hardly any limit to the combinations which can be

relays and sounders they are protected by being cased connected in parallel, and for each field a resistance brought about. A single loop leading to a relay is re
in split iron pipes.
box is intercalated for individual adjustment of its field. presented in the drawing.

Our general view of the main operating room shows The right hand group in the cut is a reserve group, de
In the cut of the switch board connections will
the distribution of the operators' tables and, to that signed to replace either of the others when they have to be noticed a safety fuse, shown of about the natural
These are known as "W. B. G." pro
extent, illustrates the general plan of the ducts. The be suspended from operation. It is to be observed that size above.
wire is copper of Nos. 16 and 18 B. W. gauge. All the two left hand groups deliver the current in opposite tectors. They consist of a short piece of No. 20 fuse

Around its end, No. 30 silk-covered German
joints are soldered and insulated with the same care directions, some wires being supplied with current of wire.
as is. bestowed upon a cable, a special detail of the one clirection and others with that of another. Hence, silver is wound It number of times. The current has
company's cable crew having been appointed for this the right hand group designed to replace either of the to go through the German silver wires. Any abnormal

work.

others has to have arrangements for reversing its po
The current is generated by dynamos which are dis larity. This is effected by reversing the terminal con
tributed in three groups each of five machines placed nections- of the fifth machine. This necessarily causes
in series for the regular work, while for local and spe this machine to deliver its current in the opposite
cial service six other uynamos of 6 volts, 23 volts and direction, but, as the fields of the other four machines

current will heat the German silver wire and this heat
is relied on to melt the fusible wire.

Three-quarters of

an ampere is the maximum current that the protector
will carry.

In the cut, Fig. 4, the general appearance of the
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CONNECTIONS.

45 volts difference of potential are provided. These are supplied by the current from the fifth one, and as back of the switch board is shown in perspective with
dynamos replace all batteries. At present there is not this current is reversed, the current in these machines the bank of lamps appearing above the disks. An in
a single cell in operation in the building. Bafore the is, by the same action, reversed, on account of the teresting feature is the one represented in this cut.
fire there were 10,000 cells in use.
change of polarity of their fields.
The backs of the switch boards are closed in with glass

In our illustration of the dynamQs and of their con
By means of the disks and plugs the dynamos are doors and walls, so as to have the greatest amount of
nections, the three groups of fivedynft.mos are indicated plugged in or out as desired. On the same drawing are light possible shed upon them. A large hatchet switch
by beinK numbered from 1 to 6. They are connected in indicated the different potentialBfor each wire, the first is placed on the wan. by which they can all be cut 011
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i n case of any accident.

This cutting out is to prevent

AN

EXPERIMENT

BY GEO. 11.

any inj urious effects from short-circuiting, in the case

IN

199
end of a paper tube 1 inch in diameter and about 1

ACOUSTICS.

inch long.

HOPKINS.

The cover of the box is perforated with a

In the annexed engraving is shown a very simple � inch round hole. If the material of the cover is coarse
wet by water from the fire engines, might give occa and effective method of indicating visibly the vibra and thick, a larger hole is made and over it is glued a
sion to this trouble were the current turned on.
tions of a reed, tuning fork or diaphragm. It is not piece of fine thin Bristol board, which is perforated
The general operations of the office are facilitated assumed that it can replace any of the existing with a )4 inch round hole.

of fire in the building, when the switch board, being

by the use of the cash carrier railroad and by pneu methods of rendering visible indications of sonorous
In the box thus mounted IS placed a strip of
An elevated gallery occupies approxi
blotting paper bent into V-shape and rendered non
absorbent at the bend by means of melted wax paraffin
mately the center of the main operating room. An
matic tubes.

or something of a similar nature.

extensive system of cable cash carriers, embracing 16

One end of the blot

radiating lines, with four to six statiorul on each line,

ting paper is moistened with hydrochloric acid and the

connects with all parts of the room.

other with aqua ammonia.

By this the mes

sages are distributed from and returned to the central
gallery.

The particles of ammonium

chloride which form by the combination of the vapors

The cash carrier runs at the rate of about 750

of ammonia and hydrochloric acid are so minute as to

feet a minute, enabling the most distant part of the

float in the air like particles of smoke.

matic house tubes terminate in this gallery; and four

formed at each excursion of the box and thrown off in

room to be reached in 10 seconds.

Twenty-four pneu

When the reed is vibrated, a minute vortex ring is

I

street pneumatic tubes running north to 23d Street,

and intermediate offices, and four running

south to

exchanges below Wall Street, are also operated from
this gallery.

I

All messages coming in or going out

from the main operating room must go through this
central gallery.

Fig. 2 of the drawings shows the time repeater.

repeater

At

In Fig. 2 is shown a cylindrical box considerably
larger than thoRe already described. It is divided into
two compartments by a thin rubber diaphragm, and

60 different lines transmit it.

closed at the front, with the exeeption of a
round aperture.

'l'hese are operated on a local circuit, which in its

'I phragm and the apertured front, and sounds are uttered

ton circuit. The repeating points of the 92 magnets
are connected by loops to the main line switches.

in the short tubes projecting from the box. The vibra
tion of the diaphragm causes puffs of air to issue from

This apparatus represents a multiplication of relays,

the small aperture at the front of the box, carrying the
fumes of ammonium chloride, which render the vortex

and can be used for sending 92 repetitions of one mes

sage over 92 different lines by a sing le operator, and it
'
is contemplated on election nights and similar occa
business

done in this office is over

100,000 messages per day.

)4 inch

Blotting paper, eharged with hydro

chloric acid and ammonia, is placed between the dia-

turn is governed by a relay connected to the Washing

The average

It is, of course, necessary to com

weight on the other.

includes 92 repeating magnets.

sions to thus use it.

When the box is attached to a tuning fork, the ac

pensate for the box on one limb of the fork by a

This signal has to be sent out over many lines in all
directions; at present

amplitude of vibration must be small.
tion is prolonged.

noon, every week day, the time is transmitted from
the United States Naval Observatory at Washington.

The time

the manner illustrated. A reed having a low rate of vi
bration (say 32 or less per second) is required, and the

VIBRATIONS

SHOWN"

BY SMOKE RINGS.

I

rings visible. The sounds uttered are necessarily of
very low pitch. If the vibrations are too frequent in
any of the forms of this experiment, the rings merge
into each other and the effect is lost.

In the apparatus

The longest circuit is that vibrations, but it adds another very pretty acoustic shown in Fig. 2, a mere flutter of the tongue or lips

gives good results.
extending from New York to San Francisco, about experiment to the list of those already known.
It is obvious that a burning subi<tance capable of
Of the 750 lines leaving the building,
In Fig . 1 are shown two forms of apparatus which
the greater part are operated by the Morse system, yield practically the same results. In one a reed is yielding a good volume of smoke will answer quite as
the majority of the operators' desks seen in the en- clamped in a vise at one end and provided at the other well as the ammonium chloride.

3,400 miles long.

graving being devoted to this system.

Besides this end with slip of wood attached firmly by a wrapping

.. fe ...

DISTING UISHED ELECTRICIANS.
there are four Wheatstone, 42 duplex and 92 quadru- of thread. To the wooden slip is glued an ordinary
plex line!>, and two lines occupied by combination paper pillbox, having a ,diameter of about two inches
The portraits here presented represent men who,
printing instruments. The office accommodates about and a depth of � inch to 1 inch. In the bottom of while they have aehieved notability in the electric
800 operators. Our thanks are due to Mr. Alfred S. I the box is made a 1 inch hole in which is secured the world, have, in so doing, shown that they possessed the
Brown, Electrical Engineer of the
req uisites for success in any branch

'Vestern Union Telegraph Co., for

Untiring industry, great

of work.

courtesies received.

ingenuity, and a belief

•••

in them-

selves would have made them great
in any of the executive departments
of life. Thomas Alva Edison's story

Improvement In Stokehold
Ventilation.
By the system of Mr. W. H. Mar

has been told so often that it cannot
but be a trite one.

tin the usual unsightly ventilating

He was born on

the 11th of February, 1847, at JIililan,

cowls on deck are done away with,

Ohio.

the necessary down draught being

He began life at the age of

twelve as a train boy, soon advanc

obtai,ned by the utilization of the

ing to be a news dealer with foul'

heat radiated from the main boilers

young assistants.

He then began

This lighter air is
and uptakes.
allowed to rise up through an enor

practicing telegraphy, and at last

mous space between an inner and

obtained a position in Port Huron.

outer

f unnel,

He soon began to invent, and ill

causing a powerful

down current of fresh air through

1864 he moved to Memphis and had

the stokehold combing, at the same

one of his inventions, an automatic

time thoroughly preventing the ris

repeater,

ing of any smoke or dust to the
deck, as is usual when cleaning fires

struggled along, inventing, working

and quenching ashes.

He

ing, until hewent to Boston in 1868,

PROF. ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL, WASHINGTON.

THOMAS A.

EDISON. ORANG E, N. J.

shop for developing his inventions.
Shortly afterward he was retained
by the Western Union Telegraph

Company, and started an electrical

from the stokers' floor, the lower

laboratory

part being on hinges to allow access
to the smoke box doors.

service.

where he was able to open a work

the fresh air reaching the stokehold
floor, there is a light air-tight screen
end of the boilers, reaching from
the deck right down to within 6 feet

into

at his profession, and experiment

To insure

or bulkhead built in front of each

put

employed

As the

at

Newark, where he

300 men.

In 1876

he

moved t o Menlo Park, New Jersey,

whole of the air drawn off by the

and in 1887 left Menlo Park and

annular funnel space, to which is to

erected

be added that needed for combus
tion in th e furnaces, has to pass

in

Orange,

New

Jersey,

what is supposed to be the largest

experimental laboratory of its kind

down in front of these air screens,

in the world.

the result is a powerful draught of

His inventions, which

are numbered by hundreds, center

fresh air at all times, independent

largely on electricity, although one

on deck, keeping the stokehold at a

ments, the phonograph, is not an

of the direction or force of the wind

of the most wonderful of his achieve

temperature considerably lo w er
than in the sunshine on deck, and

electrical invention at all.
Alexander Graham Bell wali born

but from 50 to 15° Fah. above that in

in Edinburgh, Scotland, March 3,

the shade. This system, which is
much more economical than the

1847, being therefore almoRt pxactly

the same age as Edison.

Hi:,; father
hlll
guage teachers, and the y (> tI II g

fan, is in use on most Dutch steam
ers trading to the East Indies, and

and gm.ndfather were

has proved to be of great value.

Bell's

FOUR

electric
by the

fans

have

been

away the smoke from the gun&

to

The syn

thesis of artificial speech, by Helm

Company in the turrets of the pow
intention being that they shall blow

directed

prescribed by his father.

Crocker Wheeler

erful iron vessel Miantonomoh, the

was

language by the course of studies

•••

placed

attention

both

Pool!'. El.IHU

THOMSON, LYNN, MASS.

NIKOLA TESLA, NEW YORK.

holtz's method, is said to have early
e'f\gaged his attention, and he resolved to pursue one of the outcomes

DISTINGUISHED

ELECTlnCIANS,
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of his

stUdies, multiple telegraphy,

